In the context of automatic test generation, the use of propositional satisability (SAT) and Satisability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers is becoming an attractive alternative to traditional algorithmic test generation methods, especially when testing Boolean expressions. The main advantages are the capability to deal with constraints over the inputs, the generation of compact test suites, and the support for fault detecting test generation methods. However, these solvers normally require more time and a greater amount of memory than classical test generation algorithms, making their applicability not always feasible in practice. In this paper we propose several ways to optimize the SAT/SMT-based process of test generation for Boolean expressions and we compare several solving tools and propositional transformation rules. These optimizations promise to make SAT/SMT-based techniques as ecient as standard methods for testing purposes, especially when dealing with Boolean expressions, as proved by our experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Boolean expression testing plays an important role in code and model-based testing, since Boolean expressions can be found in almost all software and system design artifacts. Boolean expressions frequently occur in complex conditions under which some program code is executed or a specication action is performed.
They are frequently used to provide semantics to other formalisms (like feature models [1] ). Boolean inputs are explicitly found in models of digital logic circuits, like the Simulink model a in Fig. 1 , which is taken from [2] .
In these cases, the extraction of Boolean expressions is rather straightforward. can be applied to source code, for instance in order to obtain Boolean programs [3] .
The example c in It is widely known [4, 5] that a Boolean expression may be aected by certain types of errors that can occur in it and which are known as fault classes of the expression. Exhaustive testing of Boolean conditions is not feasible in practice, since a Boolean expression f with n variables requires 2 n test cases and this n may be big. Therefore, testing criteria (like condition coverage, decision coverage, MCDC [6] , and MUMCUT [7] ) are usually applied to select only subsets of all possible test cases having, obviously, a reduced fault detection capability. These traditional approaches build a test suite from the syntactical structure of the Boolean expression, but they do not explicitly consider the expression fault classes. They may also require expressions to be in a particular normal (usually disjunctive) form, and they have diculties with coupled conditions [6] (i.e., conditions inuencing the value of other conditions in the same expression) and constraints over the inputs.
To overcome limitations of traditional algorithmic testing generation methods for Boolean expressions, recent results [8, 9] show how it is possible to reduce the problem of nding fault detecting test cases to a logical satisability problem, which can be solved by a SAT-based algorithm. However, the eort required by for solving practical problems where one needs to satisfy several potentially conicting constraints, and satisability solvers can now be eectively deployed in practical applications [10] . But also SMT solvers are increasingly used in applications, and can have further potentialities [11] . Although they are far more complex tools than SAT solvers, they should be as powerful as SAT solvers when applied to satisability problems, with a minimum overhead. Besides applying some pretransformations of the predicates that permits them to accept as input generic Boolean formula, SMT solvers have a richer command interface, allowing, for instance, the addition and the retraction of assertions. All these features make them more exible tools.
Although SAT and SMT solvers are already successfully employed in several projects of software testing and verication (for instance, at Microsoft with SAGE [12] and Pex [13] , or in the automotive domain [14] ), in some areas, like testing of Boolean specications, they are rarely used. The SAT/SMT-based test generation technique proposed in [8, 9] can explicitly deal with complex constraints over the inputs and coupled conditions [15] .
It also produces compact test suites without loss of fault detection capability of the generated tests.
For instance, in [9] , we have proved that SAT-based generation is able to produce test suites smaller of around 75% than those produced by classical Minimal-MUMCUT and smaller of around 17% than those produced by MCDC. Having compact test suites with an assured fault detection capability is of extreme importance, especially in testing safety critical systems, when both the cost of executing every single test and of missing a fault are very high. Moreover, this approach does not require the specications under test to be expressed in a particular normal form, so avoiding both overhead due to the formula transformation and missing faults due to the transformation to normal form [16] .
Finally, it generates test cases directly targeting specic fault classes.
However, the use of SAT/SMT solvers for test generation purposes requires more time and memory than standard generation algorithms and this fact limits its use in practice, unless numerous optimizations, as initially sketched in [17] , are devised.
In this paper, we formalize an optimized SAT/SMTbased process, and explains in details and with preciseness all its sub-procedures, especially the collecting algorithm that is responsible for producing compact test suites. Moreover, we deal with constraints over the inputs of the Boolean expressions, and we consider, among the testing criteria, also MCDC. A broad range of options and optimizations are presented.
Some regard the actual use of the tools (e.g., avoiding the exchange of les with the external solver, and using native libraries instead). Other optimizations improve the SAT/SMT-based process of automatic test generation, independently from a specic input specication and selected testing criterion. Others are specic to the process for testing Boolean expressions.
Some optimizations take advantage of the interface provided by the solvers.
We also propose a comparison of dierent o-theshelf SAT and SMT solvers that can be used in the test generation process and that are able to support (not necessarily all) the proposed optimizations. On the base of our experiments, a good SAT solver performs better than SMT solvers when no optimization is used, although SAT solvers pay a price for accepting only CNF (like SAT4J [18] ) or for having only a command line version (like NFLSAT [19] 
Note that including the constraints in the test generation process is important, and it has been discussed in [15] .
Example 1 (Condition Coverage of example c of Fig. 1 ). Consider, for instance, as testing criterion TC the condition coverage, which requires that each atomic condition in the expression is evaluated at least once to true and at least once to false [20] . The set of test predicate for TC is simply the set of all the inputs of the expression under test in positive and negative form. Let the Boolean expression ϕ = a ∨ b with the constraint δ = ¬(a ∧ b) be the expression under test. The test predicates for the coverage of all the conditions in ϕ are {a, ¬a, b, ¬b}. The test suite containing the two tests {(a = , b = ⊥), (a = ⊥, b = )} covers all the test predicates, satises the constraint δ, hence it is adequate to test ϕ according to the condition coverage criterion.
Two Selected Testing Criteria
There exist many testing criteria proposed in literature for Boolean expressions. Kaminski et al. [21] counted 16 testing criteria, that can be grouped in two families: semantic and syntactic criteria. Semantic criteria like condition coverage, decision coverage, and the Modied Condition Decision Coverage (MCDC) Criterion [6] focus on the meaning of the Boolean expressions and do not require the expression to be in a particular form.
Syntactic criteria (like MUMCUT [7] ) assume that the expressions are in a standard form (generally DNF or CNF) and dene the tests and their fault detection capability by considering the structure of the expression 3 For it represents an infeasible test requirement [20] . for instance, new fault-based criteria directly related to Boolean fault classes are dened in [9] . In this paper, we consider two criteria, the rst one is a fault-based criterion and the second one is the MCDC.
Fault-based Testing Criteria In [9] we have presented fault based testing criteria which generate test predicates from Boolean expressions in disjunctive normal form and whose tests are guaranteed to detect faults in specic fault classes (as in [22, 23] 
MCDC testing criterion The MCDC criterion [6] is one of the most widely used coverage criteria 
and the two test predicates are TPS = {a∧C a , ¬a∧C a }.
Instead, the tree method visits the expression tree, it marks the node b to false, and computes the test predicates TPS = {a ∧ ¬b, ¬a ∧ ¬b}.
TEST GENERATION BY SAT/SMT SOLVERS
In this section, we explain and formalize an approach for test generation by means of SAT and SMT solvers extending the technique originally presented in [9, 17] .
Upon the assumption of having an algorithmic way for generating the test predicates, given a specication (i.e., a Boolean expression ϕ and a set of constraints δ over the variables of ϕ) and a testing criterion, a SAT/SMT solver can be used in order to nd a test that covers a test predicate or to discover if it is infeasible (assuming that the solver terminates, otherwise it is not known whether the test predicate is infeasible or not).
The proposed overall test generation process by SAT/SMT solvers is depicted in Fig. 2 and shown in Alg. 2. Given some testing criteria, a set TPS of test predicates is generated from a specication ( in Fig. 2 and line 1 in Alg. 2) according to Def. 2.2.
The generation of the complete test suite ( in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 ), coverage evaluation ( in Fig. 2) , and post reduction ( in Fig. 2 In the following runs of the collecting algorithm, the test predicates in TPS and in TBC_FEASIBLE are all gradually collected in the collections C 2 , . . . , C n (or found infeasible).
In the basic version of the algorithm, quitCollecting is simply dened as return false, namely we consider all the test predicates. In this case, during the rst run all the test predicates in TPS are considered for collection and, therefore, TPS is emptied. Sect. 5. builds the collection C 1 = {a, ¬b}, and it puts b and ¬a in TBC_FEASIBLE; note that b has not been collected because of the constraint δ = ¬(a ∧ b). In the second run, the algorithm collects in C 2 both b and ¬a.
Test computation
Once a collection C i is built, the SAT/SMT solver is invoked ( in Fig. 2 and line 8 of Alg. 2) to nd a test that covers all the test predicates collected in C i by searching a model for δ ∧ c∈Ci c.
Coverage evaluation
After the computation of a collection model, the coverage evaluation is performed ( in Fig. 2 and it can be performed in a negligible amount of time.
PROCESS BASIC OPTIONS
The test generation process requires the user to select some options that may optimize the performances of the process. Referring to the process in Fig. 2 
where a, b, and c are predicates.
Example 5 (Simplication of xor expressions).
Consider, for instance, the expression ϕ = a ∨ b and apply the SA0 to b, obtaining ϕ = a ∨ false. The test predicate ϕ ⊕ ϕ becomes:
While the original test predicate has 3 conditions, the simplied version contains only two condition. 
COLLECTING OPTIMIZATIONS
Since collecting (step in Fig. 2 ) mostly contributes in generating small test suites, but it is also the most expensive [9] , a great eort should be spent to improve this part of the generation process. In this section, 
For instance, MiniSat [33] provides the method addClause, Yices [34] and Z3 [35] have the instruction assert. 
O.C_UU Collecting until useful
Another policy consists in performing the collecting until it is useful, but stopping it as soon as it becomes useless. Indeed, when the model of the collected test predicates is the only one, collecting could be stopped without losing anything: any new test predicate that could be added to the collection would be covered in any case in the coverage evaluation step ( in Fig. 2) , by the test produced by the SAT/SMT solver for the collection. We devise the following technique in order to discover if a model of a predicate is unique.
Let asExpr be a function that, given a model m, returns a Boolean predicate having m as unique model. The simplest asExpr is the function that returns the conjunction of the variables having value true in m and the negation of the variables having value false in m. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the approach described in this paper, we perform a set of experiments, trying to measure the eects of the described options and optimizations in terms of test generation time.
Note that the model obtained for a given test predicate is independent of the solver used (indeed, we assume that each solver returns with equal probability one of the possible models of the test predicate).
Moreover, all the proposed options and optimizations (except for the limiting optimizations) do not aect the set of models of a formula, since they either modify the formula into an equivalent form (e.g., O.X) or speed up the test generation (e.g., O.C_W) by keeping the formula unchanged. The model of a test predicate and its individual coverage only depend on the order in which test predicates are collected. Therefore, the size of the nal test suite, when collection is not limited, only depends on the order in which test predicates are collected. In conclusion, options, optimizations, and the used solver inuence the time to nd a model of every collection but not the model itself (i.e., the value assignments). They do not aect the coverage of every test and, therefore, the nal test suite size.
We rst present a set of benchmarks and introduce the considered SAT and SMT solvers. In Sect. 6 As SMT solvers, we use Yices [34] and Z3 [35] .
Yices includes a very ecient SAT solver; it claims to be competitive as an ordinary SAT and MaxSAT solver [34] . Z3 is a high-performance SMT solver, 
Options Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the eect of applying the options described in Section 4. Table 3 ). GACC, using the Boolean derivative, produces test predicates more dicult to solve than those produced by CACC.
XOR Simplication Now, we want to assess the inuence of O.X option. We run all the solvers (using O.API whenever possible) with and without the O.X option. We discovered that the simplication of the xor operator produces, on average, an improvement of around 37% of the test generation time (as shown in Table 3 ). This optimization could be directly embedded in the SMT solvers (that accept formulae in general form), which probably do not apply this form of simplication because it is rarely applicable for generic Boolean expressions.
Solver Invocations Option
API We want to determine whether the application of option O.API has some benets. We consider only solvers MiniSat, PicoSat, and Yices, that allow both versions, one at command line (CLI) and the other one using JNA. Fig. 4a reports the time taken to generate the complete test suite for the selected 119 specications for 50 runs. We see that using the JNA version is always worthwhile; Table 3 reports that using the JNA version decreases, on average, the test generation time of 6.2%.
clauses and, as stated in the ocial documentation, it is only partially implemented. General form We now evaluate whether the optimization O.GF is eective. We take all the solvers accepting formulae in general form (NFLSAT, Yices and Z3) and we compare the use of test predicates in general form and that in CNF. As shown in Table 3 , using the formulae in general form speeds up, on average, the test generation process of 16.3%.
Remark. In the experiments that follow, all the options proved to be eective are applied, unless stated otherwise.
Solver comparison
We here compare all the solvers and First, we analyze the data in order to assess the eect of every single optimization. Table 4 Table 6 reports the test suite size and the time (average and deviation). These policies are compared (column ± wrt §) with the best result obtained by single incremental collecting (reported again in the rst row § in the table). Table 6 ).
Collecting until the uniqueness of the model is reached (O.C_UU) can nd a test suite as small as the best combination §, but the time required is quintupled. Fig. 7 
Optimality of the Collecting Process
As mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the optimal partition of the test predicate set would guarantee the minimal number of partitions and this would ensure the minimality of the nal test suite. However, the proposed greedy collecting process depends on the order in which test predicates are considered and it may not nd the optimal partition of the test predicates. We are interested in measuring how much the solutions computed by such greedy algorithm dier from the optimal one.
With this goal, we run the test generation process 2000 times for all the specications.
For each specication we identify, among the 2000 runs, the smallest value for the test suite size which is likely very close or equal to the minimal optimal value. Then we check how much, in all the runs, the values obtained are bigger than the minimum. Fig. 8 shows the cumulative distribution of the dierence of the test suite size for every run and for every specication w.r.t. its minimum. As shown by Fig. 8, for In general, the use of SMT solvers may make the process of abstraction and concretization superuous, since SMT solvers can directly deal with non-Boolean variables. This capability has been exploited in [47, 48] .
Abstract interpretation techniques can be combined with SMT solving in an ecient way as proposed in [47] .
Their approach already exploits incremental calls to the SMT solver (SONOLAR), which allows them to add constraints between solver runs and to add constraints that are only valid for one run (so-called assumptions). 
